Week 5—Size Activity—Introduction

Dear Children,

I need your help!
You probably last saw me running out of the house that
belonged to the Three Bears.
I made them very sad by being in their house when they hadn't
invited me in.
I broke their furniture, ate their food and slept in their beds.
I'm really sorry that I made them sad and want to do
something nice to make them happy again.
I've bought them some presents and new bowls. My dad has
even made them new chairs!
I need to take them to their house, this time I will knock but
I’m getting in a muddle and keep giving the bears the wrong
size gift.
I know that you are all very clever, Mrs Hobbs has told me, so
can you help me make sure each bear gets the correct shaped
gift?
I hope you can help me.
From
Goldilocks

Week 5—Size activity resources

Daddy Bear

Mummy Bear

Baby Bear

•

Who is the biggest Bear?

•

Can you find the smallest Bear?

•

What size is Mummy Bear?

•

Are they all the same size?

•

Can you match the right sized object to each Bear?

•

I wonder which is Baby Bear’s bowl?

•

How do you know that it’s Baby Bears?

•

I wonder which bowl we can give to Mummy?

•

Are the bowls all the same size?

•

Who will get the biggest bowl?

•

Will daddy Bear fit in the smallest chair? Why not?

•

How do you know which chair is best for Baby Bear?

•

Are the chairs all the same size?

•

Which is the smallest?

•

•
•

Can you help Goldilocks match the right bear to the right
bed?
Who will need the biggest bed?
If Mummy Bear has the medium sized bed, who will have
the smallest bed?

To say sorry to the bears, Goldilocks has made some scarves
but they are all different lengths and she doesn't know who
to give each scarf too!
Do you know which scarf should be given to which bear?
How do you know you have given the right sized scarf to the
right bear?

